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Introduction

� Poverty traps:

� on individuals often stem from high marginal tax rates due to
means-testing

� on states often relate to strategic prisoner’s dilemma-type
situations

� weak institutions (Mehlum and Moene; Moene and Andvig)
(Tragedy of the commons)

� capital flight (Rodrik)
� externalities on demand (Murphy et al.)
� externalities on supply (Kremer)



Introduction

� Complementarities between inputs can also potentially explain
the vast differences across and within countries

� Empirically, enormous differences in implied productivities
� With the same equipment, New England textile workers

produce as much as 1.5 British, 2.3 German, nearly 6 greek,
Japanese, Indian or Chinese worker (Clark, 1987)

� Real production per capita is 56 times as high in Norway as in
Madagascar (PWT 2009)

� and twice as high in Singapore compared to Israel or Portugal



Introduction

� Kremer tempts to explain a host of stylized facts:

1. large wage and productivity differences btw rich and poor
countries

2. matching between firms and workers
3. positive correlation btw wages within firms across occupations
4. firms expend effort to find skill, don’t just pay marginal product
5. right-skewed income distribution
6. high primary-share in production in poor countries
7. higher wages with higher value inputs
8. rich countries specialize in complex products
9. larger firms in rich countries
10. firm size and wages are positively correlated



Outline

1. The O-Ring Framework
� tasks and q’s
� production, assortative matching and the wage schedule

2. Back to the stylized facts
� the multiplier from skill to wage
� matching of quality in production
� income distribution
� sequential production

3. A potential poverty trap in human capital

4. Concluding remarks



Tasks and q’s

Challenger video

� What could have gone wrong? (Mahal, 1995)
� Assembly damage/contamination; The joint seal could have

been damaged or contaminated during assembly of the booster.
� Gap opening; The gap between the joints open as the

pressures are applied.
� O-ring compression; This depends on the width of the gap.
� Joint temperature; The temperature has effects on the sealing

ability of the O-ring.
� Putty performance; Putty, Zinc chromate is applied before

assembly inside the joint to stop gases going to the O-rings.



Tasks and q’s

� Central assumption: Production depends on completing a set
of tasks

� Each task requires a single worker
� Different workers have different skill, proxied by their

“quality” q
� All tasks must be completed to retain full value: q = .9, say,

could reflect:
� 10% probability of destroying the product
� 50% probability of perfect execution, 50% probability of

reducing value by 20% (q = .5 · 1 + .5 · .8 = .9)

� Different tasks are then complementary in production
� when one task fails, this affects the marginal value of all other

tasks
� standard production functions have complementarity btw

capital and labor: labor hours are more effective when
combined with more capital



Production

� With n tasks, production takes the specific form

y = kαq1q2 · · · qnnB

where B is output per worker when all tasks are completed
perfectly

� Fixed supply of capital: endogenous rental rate r

� Fixed distribution of worker quality over a continuum of
workers: endogenous wage schedule w(q)

� Quantity cannot substitute for quality: Two mediocre chefs
can’t replace one excellent chef



Assortative matching of workers

� Notice that firms will always match quality:
� Say q1 > q2, then for any two pairs of workers

q21 + q22 = q1(q2 + a) + q2(q1 − a)

= 2q1q2 + a(q1 − q2) > 2q1q2

� if q1 = .8, q2 = .4, then

2× .8× .4 = .64 < .82 + .42 = .8

� A firm that matches quality will therefore always be willing to
pay higher wages to attract workers.

� We can focus on qi = qj ≡ q within a firm, i.e.

y = kαqnnB



Payments to wage and capital

� Payments to capital equate to marginal product,

r = ∂y/∂k = αy/k

� Zero profit-constraint then implies the wage as a share 1− α
of output

� The wage schedule across different quality workers is then

w(q) = (1− α)y/n

� All capitalists make zero profits → indifferent with regards to
any homogeneous level of skill



Fact 1: Large wage and productivity diffs

� Norway has 70 times the GDP of Malawi (HDR 2009,
PPP-adj)

� Lucas (1990): If income diff btw US and India due only to
capital, then marginal product of capital is 58 times as high

� Human capital is important, but unclear how it could
contribute this much

� Under O-ring, wages are a multiple of skill, so that small
differences in human capital can cause large differences in
wages



Fact 1: Large wage and productivity diffs

� Growth in wages,
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� So with a fixed amount of capital, wage growth is a multiple
of skill growth
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Fact 1: Large wage and productivity diffs

� With free international flow of capital at rate r∗, the
multiplier is even larger

k = α
y

r∗
dk

k
=
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y
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w
=

n

1− α

dq

q

� Notice also that any other complementary input will have this
effect, e.g. infrastructure, institutions



Facts 2/8/9: Matching between q-production and
q-workers

� High quality production uses high quality workers
� So high cost countries can compete with low cost:

� In ships production, say q = .97 in China but q = .99 in
Norway, that access to capital is the same, and that there are
20 tasks involved to produce a max value A

� Value of production in China: yC = Akα × .9720

� Value of production in Norway: yN = Akα × .9920

� So with equal (fixed) capital yN/yC = .82/.54 = 1.5
� If capital can flow and α = .3, then

k = αy/r∗ = αAkαqn/r∗

⇐⇒ k = [αAqn/r∗]1/(1−α)

yN/yC = 1.5× 1.5α/(1−α) = 1.8



Fact 5: Income distribution is skewed to the right

� If q is distributed symmetrically, then

� the few high skill will be matched, creating a large surplus

� while the many medium and low skilled will be matched
producing much less

� y is skewed to the right

� ln y is symmetric

� which is approximately true both within and between countries



Fact 5: Income distribution is skewed to the right
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Figure: Real GDP per capita in 2007 from Penn World Tables (187
countries).



Facts 6/7: Poor have a higher primary-share, higher pay
with high value inputs

� Consider a version with sequential production, disregarding
capital

� A worker of skill q destroys the product with probability 1− q

� At stage i , the value of the (incomplete) product is pi > pi−1

� Zero profits imply

w(qi ) = qi (pi − pi−1)− (1− qi )pi−1 = qipi − pi−1

� So wages are more sensitive to skill at later stages,
w ′(qi ) > w ′(qi−1)

� Implies that demand for skill is higher at later stages
� Notice that what is important is not the actual timing of

production, but the timing of verification of the product
� Product design is prior to physical production, but production

will not refine the design.



A poverty trap in human capital accumulation

� Say that skill is imperfectly observed

� Then employers expectation can be a weighted average of
grades (signal) and the average in the population

� If the population has low education this will imply a low
return to education and vice versa

� This can create a poverty trap:
� few educate because the return is low
� the return is low because too few educate



A poverty trap in human capital accumulation



Concluding remarks

� Increasing returns to scale can be an important contributor to
differences in economic development between countries

� In particular, complementarity between inputs can cause large
differences in the marginal return to incremental investments

� To grow, countries may need to invest on multiple fronts, and
coordinate between many parts of the economy


